Stamps and Bundles

Pocketful of Sunshine Bundle (Pocketful of Sunshine Stamp Set & Pocket Framelits Dies); Eastern Beauty Stamp Set

Paper

Whisper White, Emerald Envy Cardstock; Naturally Eclectic Designer Series Paper Pack

Ink

Lemon Lime Twist, Emerald Envy Classic Stampin’ Pads

Accessories

Lemon Lime Twist ½″ Finely Woven Ribbon

Adhesives

Multipurpose Liquid Glue; Glue Dots; Stampin’ Dimensionals

Tools

Stampin’ Trimmer; Pocket Framelit Dies; 1½″ Circle Punch; Stitched Framelits Dies; Big Shot Die Cut Machine



Naturally Eclectic Designer Series Paper: (1) 6” x 5″, (1) 7½″ x ¾″



Emerald Envy: (1) 7″ x ¼″, 2½″ x 2½″



Whisper White: (1) 2¼″ x 2¼″



18″ Lemon Lime Twist ½″ Finely Woven Ribbon

1. Using the Pocket stamp and Pocket Framelit: first stamp the 6″ x 5″ piece of Designer Series Paper with the
pocket stamps in the Emerald Envy ink, and then die cut them with the Pocket Framelit.

2. Next stamp the 7 ½″ x ¾″ strip of Naturally Eclectic DSP with Emerald Envy Ink using the dotted double
line stamp, being sure to stamp across both the top and bottom. Score gently at 2 ¼″, 3 ¾″, and 5 ¼″.

3. Very carefully fold over the tabs of one of the pockets. Attach the dotted line stamped and scored piece of
DSP using Multipurpose Glue around the pocket. This will be the base of the pocket.

4. Take a scrap of Whisper White cardstock and cut to ¾″ x ½″, scoring at ¼″ on the short side. Stamp “for
you” from the Pocketful of Sunshine set above the score line, then glue it stamped-side down on the
remaining pocket piece on the edge near the “V” shaped seam.

5. Attach the remaining pocket to the one previously assembled using Multipurpose Glue.
6. Bend the thin piece of Emerald Envy cardstock into a “C” shape and adhere each end into the inside of the
pocket with a glue dot.

7. Punch out an Emerald Envy circle using the 1 ½" Circle Punch and the square of Emerald Envy cardstock.
8. Stamp “Enjoy Today” from the Eastern Beauty Stamp set onto the square of Whisper White. Then, using
Lemon Lime Twist ink, stamp the dotted circle from that same stamp set around the sentiment.
9. Using the smallest circle from the Stitched Shape Framelits die cut around the “Enjoy Today” sentiment.
Adhere it to the Emerald Envy circle with a Glue Dot.

10. Tie the Lemon Lime Twist ribbon in a bow around the top of the pocket.
11. Using some Emerald Envy cardstock scraps, cut some very thin strips using your Paper Trimmer to make
some paper shred. Crinkle up the shred to add it to the inside of your finished pocket.

12. Adhere the “Enjoy Today” circle to a gift card with a couple of Dimensionals. Insert into the pocket.
You could also make the pocket without any stamping if you prefer. Tuck a gift card (Starbucks, Subway,
McDonald’s) and something like a mini Hershey bar or a small pen inside the pocket for a fun “First Day of School”
teacher gift!

